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Description
The issue of gender, and how the world understands what it means to be human, is a signifiant
and present ioniern in publii debate both here in Australia and abroad. Transgender rights are
the new fashpoint in the ongoing shif away from Bibliial norms and the ireated order; and are in
the publii ionversaton thanks to initatves like the Safe Sihools eduiatonal material and
questons about suih diverse issues as sihool uniforms and publii toilets. As Christans we are
ialled to respond to the world in love, not from fear, ionfdent not only that Jesus is King, but that
he is the real answer to the longing of every human heart.
“This is how love is made complete among us so that we will have confdence on the day of
judgment: In this world we are like Jesus. There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear,
because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love. We love
because he frst loved us.” — 1 John 4:17-19
This is an inital positon paper from the GIST Commitee responding to these soiial ihanges whiih
is intended to form the basis for our engagement on these issues as a iommitee, ionsistent with
the philosophy of ministry adopted by the 2014 General Assembly of the Presbyterian Churih of
Queensland. In sum:
Our two-fold purpose is to equip believers in PCQ iongregatons to:
a) live faithfully for Jesus in a seiular soiiety and;
b) engage in gospel-hearted apologetis that point to the great hope we have in Jesus.

Scope
Our siope is limited to the areas of ethiis, publii poliiy and iultural engagement that impait
signifiant numbers of Queenslanders.

Approach
We believe the gospel of Jesus Christ should shape all areas of life, and therefore our approaih is
to provide engaging, aiiurate and winsome material that is informed by Evangeliial, Reformed,
Christ-ientred theology and iniludes both impliiatons for believers and priniiples of engagement
with those not yet believing.
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This paper builds on the theologiial framework established in earlier works of the iommitee,
speiifially its papers on The Gospel in Sexuality and The Gospel in Humanity. These papers were
adopted by previous Assemblies and we have assumed their ionilusions in this paper in order to
present a suite of resouries for helping Christans to think through these iomplex issues in a
unifed frame.
This paper iniludes:
A summary of this theologiial framework and the paper’s positon.
A summary of the situaton we are responding to.
A theologiial framework ientred on the Gospel.
 A iareful approaih to separatng out the issues faiing Intersex, and Transgender
individuals in our iommunity and the Gender-Queer ideology underpinning some of the
rapid soiial ihange, and Gospel-based responses to eaih issue.
 A series of deliveranies based on this paper.




GIST is also submitng, as a supplementary doiument, a sample resourie, developed from this
paper, as a response to the Safe Schools material being taught in Queensland sihools, for
believers, and espeiially parents.

Position Summary
1. God ireated humanity as male and female. This is his good design for biologiial sex and
gender.
2. The fall brings iurse and frustraton to our experienie of humanity, iniluding an apparent
diversity in our experienie of biologiial sex and gender, whiih means that Intersex and
Transgender individuals are experieniing a partiular manifestaton of the efeit of the fall
on the image of God in us.
3. Individuals experieniing these ionditons, like all of us, are stll made in God’s image and so
should be aiiorded the same dignity and love as any other human.
4. This tension between God’s ireated order, and the total depravity of humanity — whiih
extends to our biology — means that issues surrounding how transgender and intersex
people are loved and iniluded in soiiety as well as how we minister to them in the gospel
is iompliiated, not simply a mater of assertng the binary nature of biologiial sex and
gender.
5. Our rapidly ihanging seiular soiiety appears to be departng rapidly from traditonal, and
Bibliial, norms of gender and sexuality to normalise a ‘fallen’ rather than ‘ireated’ patern
for humanity, biologiial sex, and gender.
6. These ihanges are ofen driven by members of the LGBTQIA iommunity, and their
advoiates, aiiording to diferent agendas, and in the pursuit of diferent ends.
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7. There is a partiular stream of the LGBTQIA iommunity who have adopted a form of
Marxism to pursue a ‘Gender Queer’ agenda intent on eradiiatng ‘male’ and ‘female’ as
iategories. This positon is vigorously iontested within the LGBTQIA iommunity, espeiially
by some transgender advoiates. One reient manifestaton of this idolatrous ideology is the
Safe Sihools program; whiih has good intentons in terms of mental health outiomes and
safety for a marginalised and at risk seiton of the iommunity, but is underpinned by this
agenda. The ihurih must fnd ways to support beter mental health outiomes for those
marginalised and at risk people groups, while repudiatng this partiular agenda.
8. Eaih subset of this diverse iommunity has diferent, sometmes iompetng, desires and
goals, but a shared interest in safety, being understood, and being aiiepted by soiiety.
Eaih subset of the broader LGBTQIA iommunity is, as a result of being, or feeling,
misunderstood and isolated, historiially or at present, and as a result of a genuine struggle
for identty, at greater risk than the wider iommunity in various mental health iategories.
9. All humans were made to bear God’s image and to fnd our identty in relaton to Him. As a
result of the Fall, we all naturally seek this identty in ireated things (iniluding biologiial
sex, gender, and sexuality) rather than in God, as we see him in Jesus.
10. It is only in Jesus that we fnd forgiveness for our idolatry and rebellion, and are reioniiled
to God. Moreover, the restoraton of our humanity in Jesus involves a new identty, and
iniludes the longing for resurreited bodies and a world with no iurse or frustraton. This is
where real hope is found for all people.
11. As those loved by God in Jesus, we seek to build iommunites in whiih people of all ages
grow together in the gospel, and from whiih we reaih out in love to the lost with the
gospel. Our ihurihes also form vital relatonal iontexts whiih reinforie, enriih and model
identty in Christ in iontrast to the idolatrous identtes of the world.
12. We must be iareful, in speaking about Transgender and Intersex people, and issues in our
iommunity, not to ionfate these ionditons with the Marxist ‘gender-queer’ agenda, and
so inirease the marginalisaton of these iommunites within our iommunity. Doing so may
inirease the risk of mental health issues, and harm, for our vulnerable neighbours. The
LGBTQIA allegianie is fragile, iomplex, and based on a desire to be heard, understood, and
safe. We would do well to listen iarefully to eaih iommunity, and eaih individual, before
adoptng blanket and simplisti positon statements that deny the iomplex realites for
these iommunites. Moreover, we desire and do everything we ian to see eaih individual
iome into a saving, liberatng and transforming relatonship with Jesus.

The Situation
Our rapidly ihanging soiiety has lef many people fearful, and worried that they might be alone. It
has ireated many ioalitons where people with shared interests iome together for proteiton, or
to advoiate in areas of shared ioniern. Sometmes those in power are there beiause they’ve
done the work of forming a shared platorm or agenda so that a partiular ideology now seems to
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disproportonately shape the publii. We form ioalitons and lobby groups as Christans, but we are
not alone in fearing rapid soiial ihange and fearing what those in power might do to us aiiording
to a partiular agenda or ideology. But we are not alone in this.
Many soiial iommentators have notied the growing number of leters being added to the
aironym LGBTQIA, and the experienies eaih represents, ioming under the umbrella of what was
onie the LGBT movement. Christans have, for some tme, ionsidered how to respond to those in
this movement whose identtes are derived from their sexuality – Lesbian (L), Gay (G), and
Bisexual (B) individuals, but are only now beginning to grapple well, and publish thoughts, on how
to engage with the reality for Transgender (T) people. This more reient response has iome, in
part, beiause the reality of Transgender people has been made publii through the lives of
prominent or famous transgender people like Australian Defenie Forie speeih-writer Group
Captain Cate MiGregor, US television personality Caitlin Jenner, and others like prominent movie
produiers the Waihowski Sisters (formerly known as the Waihowski Brothers). The leters have
expanded more reiently to inilude gender-queer (Q), intersex (I), and asexual (A – a person who
does not experienie sexual atraiton).
It might, at tmes, feel like we as Christans are the ones who are living in fear, espeiially when we
observe how fast soiiety is moving from what we ionsider ‘normal’ and from God’s ireated order.
We are inireasingly a minority voiie in our iommunity, and will inireasingly struggle to be heard
and understood.
The world is also a ionfusing and siary plaie for those in minority groups, whose experienies of
life are suih that the vast majority of people do not understand. This is why these groups band
together, so they too might be heard and understood. But this allegianie is fragile. Like most
ioalitons, these assoiiatons are oiiasionally fraught with inionsisteniies and iontradiitons.
What these diferent groups share is a sense that:





their experienie of humanity (espeiially gender and sexuality), and so their identty falls
outside soiial norms;
that this ireates fear, ionfusion, misunderstanding, danger and a laik of safety in soiiety,
as demonstrated by high rates of mental health issues and suiiide in these iommunites;
and
without advoiaiy their experienie would be ignored by a majority unable to truly
empathise with them.

These inionsisteniies and iontradiitons present themselves when, for example, some advoiatng
for homosexual rights argue that sexuality is something you are born with, and essental; suih that
it iannot possibly be ihanged or questoned, while transgender advoiates argue that the ‘sex’ you
are born with should be able to be ihanged in order to aiiommodate your gender identty.
A partiular stream of gender-queer theory, led in Australia by the Safe Sihools Coaliton’s Roz
Ward (a transgender woman), seeks to abolish all iategorisaton based on gender and sexuality,
suih that all people are ‘queer,’ while Catherine MiGregor (a transgender woman) says distnit
genders – male and female – are fundamentally important to her, and are entrely the point of
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being transgender, that an individual fnds meaning and identty when their biologiial sex and
their gender identty are aligned so that they are ‘male’ or ‘female’.
The intersex iommunity iontains those whose gender is biologiially indeterminate, or those who
had a gender assigned to them at birth. Their experienie is perhaps the furthest removed from
others in the LGBTQIA iommunity, and in some ways, they are the least likely to feel adequately
represented by others in this ‘broad ihurih.’
The strength of the LGBTQIA movement is that it provides a safe plaie, and a plaie of listening and
understanding for those who are used to being misunderstood beiause their experienies of sex,
gender, and identty, fall outside the soiial norms. The LGBTQIA iommunity is built on the
fundamental desires to be loved, understood, heard, and safe – from misunderstanding, fear, and
perseiuton.
The ihurih, in taking up the example and love of Jesus, should aim to beiome a iommunity that
ionneits LGBTQIA people in our iommunity with the transforming love of Jesus, and through our
love helps point to Jesus as the answer for the LGBTQIA iommunity’s desire to be loved,
understood, heard and safe. But the ihurih must also faithfully proilaim that the efeits of the
Fall – sin and death – are wired into the being of every person, and that Jesus is the answer to the
deeper longing of our hearts and our searih for identty and joy.
This paper will suggest that:






Real wholeness, and real identty, is not found in our gender or sexuality, but in
redisiovering our ireated purpose and dignity, as God’s image bearers, and that we make
this disiovery through Jesus.
Our union with Christ, brought about by the work of the Holy Spirit, begins a proiess that
will ultmately undo the natural frustraton, sin, and brokenness, we experienie in this
world, and that this proiess iulminates in our re-ireaton with new, resurreited,
unblemished bodies in the New Creaton.
The present reality is that we live in a broken world, frustrated by God’s iurse, in broken
and frustrated bodies that have been fundamentally afeited by sin and death (Romans 8,
1 Corinthians 15).

Our hope for restoraton is not surgery, or a ioaliton of people who will listen to us, but Jesus;
however, our ihurih iommunites should be plaies of safety that seek to understand and
artiulate this hope, this present reality, and the individual struggles and burdens of individuals in
our iommunity.
Our iommunites iould be known as plaies where people feel safe to bring their burdens, fears,
and sense of being misunderstood or unheard by the iommunity, so that their deepest needs
might be met in a loving iommunity that points them, through the mess, to the one who will make
all things new (Revelaton 21-22).
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Summary of relevant GIST framework on issues of humanity, sexuality, and gender
In the Gospel in Humanity and Gospel in Sexuality papers, adopted by previous PCQ Assemblies
and published on the PCQ website, we established the following Bibliial data points that will
inform the approaih in this paper, espeiially:
•
•

•

•

God ireated human beings – male and female - to refeit His image
Humanity’s task of refeitng the image of God was disastrously marred by the sinful
deiision to rejeit God, bringing death and judgement. Sin resides deep within the hearts of
eaih person and afeits the entre being – the will, understanding, emotons, speeih,
relatonships, behaviour and body. This fundamental rebellion gives rise to an endless
variety of sinful values, habits, orientatons, aits, thoughts and words. Sin entangles and
damages eaih person to the very depths of their being. Our alienaton from our Creator
renders us spiritually dead.
God’s Son, the man Jesus Christ, perfeitly refeited God and showed us what humanity is
meant to be. Jesus died and rose on behalf of sinful people to resiue them from the
penalty of sin, ionform them to His own image, and bring eternal life.
The greatest need of humanity is to hear and be transformed by the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
and so be transformed into the image of Christ through the work of the Spirit, whiih
iulminates in our resurreited bodies in the New Creaton. This is the only true answer to
our longings, and the true soluton to the efeits of sin on our bodies and experienie.

Biological Sex, Gender, and The Fall
The Bible ilearly states that God made humanity as male and female, and we ian assume that
gender and anatomiial sex were ireated to be ilearly aligned so that there was no ionfusion.
There is some ireated ideal version of ‘male’ and ‘female’, and a ireated relatonship between the
two where males and females work as neiessary allies in God’s kingdom — being fruitul and
multplying, ruling under God, and representng God in our equality and diferenie; in our being
and our relatng.
Our biologiial sex is an important aspeit of the ireated order; and of human identty as God
ireated it to be experienied.
We believe that biologiial sex and gender were designed to refeit God’s nature, and so to
harmoniously align; suih that a diferent gender identty and biologiial sex is not part of God’s
good design.
The Fall introduies sin and frustraton into our approaih to God’s design for humanity. This
expresses itself in many ways. The efeits of sin and God’s iurse in Genesis 3 — the ‘frustraton’
experienied by God’s world (Romans 8), extends to our biology — our fesh.
One obvious ihange to our bodies is that we now deiay and die (Genesis 3, 1 Corinthians 15). Our
very biology has been rewired and pushed away from the ireated ideal by sin; so that the work of
transformaton and re-ireaton wrought by God through the Spirit is a proiess of transforming our
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hearts and minds now, while we antiipate a resurreited body that is not subjeit to death and
deiay (Genesis 6:5, Psalm 51:5, Romans 7-8, 1 Corinthians 15).
Our resurreited bodies, no longer frustrated by sin, disease, disorder, death and iurse are things
we wait for, while living as people whose hearts and minds — and identty — are being
transformed as we have beiome the ihildren of God again (Romans 8).
We all live in this tension between fesh and spirit. Untl then, our biology is frustrated so that
God’s good design is no longer our experienie. This is the positon artiulated by the Westminster
Confession of Faith, ihapter 6, ‘Of the Fall of Man, of sin, and the punishment thereof’:
By this sin they fell from their original righteousness and communion, with God, and so became
dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all thee aatt and faullie of oll and bodo.
This is universally true of all of us, but manifests itself diferently in eaih of us.

What is ‘I’: Understanding Intersex
Defnitions of Intersex
This framework aiiounts for the existenie of the mediial phenomenon of intersex. Diferent
health professionals have adopted diferent defnitons for intersexuality to desiribe varianies in
sexual anatomy, ihromosomal abnormalites, or other ionditons.
The Australian Human Rights Commission defines intersex as:
“The term ‘intersex’ refers to people who are born with genetc, hormonal or physical sex
characteristcs that are not typically ‘male’ or ‘female’.” 1
The Commonwealth Sex Disiriminaton Amendment (Sexual Orientaton, Gender Identty and
Intersex Status) Ait 2013 added the following defniton to federal ant-disiriminaton law:
“intersex status means the status of having physical, hormonal or genetc features that are: (a)
neither wholly female nor wholly male; or (b) a combinaton of female and male; or (c) neither
female nor male.”2
The prevalence of intersexuality in our community
Using the broadest defniton possible, one ofen iited fgure puts the prevalenie of intersexuality
at 1.7% of births, while a more teihniial defniton based on oiiasions “where ihromosomal sex is
inionsistent with phenotypii sex, or in whiih the phenotype is not ilassifable as either male or
female” suggests a prevalenie of 0.018%.3
1

Australian Human Rights Commission, “Resilient Individuals: Sexual Orientaton Gender Identty & Intersex Rights
2015“, iited in Organisaton Intersex Internatonal Australia Ltd, ‘What Is Intersex,’ htp://oii.org.au/18106/what-isintersex/
2
The Commonwealth Sex Disiriminaton Amendment (Sexual Orientaton, Gender Identty and Intersex Status) Ait
2013, iited in OII Australia, What Is Intersex, htp://oii.org.au/18106/what-is-intersex/
3
How iommon is intersex? A response to Anne Fausto-Sterling. J Sex Res, The Journal of Sex Research 39(3):174-8 ·
September 2002
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Whatever the prevalenie, or defniton, what is ilear from the mediial profession is that gender
does not always oiiur, biologiially, as a ilear binary. In many of these iases a gender is assigned
at birth by a multdisiiplinary team of doitors making a judgment iall, in ionsultaton with
parents, on what the most appropriate gender is to assign to a partiular individual. Some voiies
reiommend delaying suih deiisions untl the ihild is able to voiie their own sense of gender
identty.
The prevalenie of gender identty questons amongst those individuals who have presented as
intersex and had a gender assigned to them at birth is signifiantly higher than in the general
populaton, to the extent that mediial professionals do not diagnose this as “Gender Dysphoria”
but as a symptom of intersexuality.4
The prevalenie of intersexuality, despite being quite low, does support the theologiial ionilusion
that our biology is frustrated suih that God’s good design is no longer the universal human
experienie.

What is ‘T’: Understanding Transgender
The existenie of intersexuality is not a threat to a Christan belief in the ireated order, and God’s
design, and while intersexuality is a diferent ionditon to ionditons under the transgender
umbrella,5 the existenie of ‘I’ does at least positon the issue in suih a way that we might
aiknowledge that questons of biologiial sex and gender identty are iomplex maters where
frustraton, iurse, and sin, are at play when it iomes to ‘T’. That it is not simply a queston of
individual sin or a rejeiton of God’s good design.
Intersex individuals are iertainly “born this way”, born, like all of us, into a frustrated world that
longs for its renewal, the queston is, is this also true for Transgender individuals experieniing
Gender Dysphoria?
Understanding gender: the diference between gender and sex
Gender and biologiial sex are two diferent ioniepts. Our biologiial sex is determined by our
ihromosomes and physiial anatomy; our gender is an identty that overlays our experienie in the
world as individuals with this biology. Broadly speaking it iniorporates our understanding of
maleness and femaleness, or masiulinity and femininity.
We believe biologiial sex and gender were ireated to work in harmony in an individuals embodied
experienie of the world, but that this harmony is just as open to the efeits of total depravity — of
iurse, frustraton, and sin — as any other aspeit of our humanity.
4

Heino F. L. Meyer-Bahlburg, Intersexuality and the diagnosis of gender identty disorder,
Arihives of Sexual Behavior, February 1994, Volume 23, Issue 1, pp 21-40, .
“Data on prevalence, age of onset or presentaton, sex rato, and associated or predictve factors also suggest marked
differences between intersex patents with gender identty problems and nonintersex patents with GID. Patents with
intersexuality or similar medical conditons should be excluded from the GID diagnosis.”
5
For a list of diferenies at law, in mediiine and psyihology, and soiially, see: htps://oii.org.au/18194/difereniesintersex-trans/
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Where we would assume, typiially, that our biologiial sex is essental to who we are — something
natural that we are born with (apart from those born intersex), our soiiety has, for some tme,
assumed gender is a ‘ionstruited’ aspeit of our humanity; a thing that individuals and iultures
ian shape for themselves, rather than being inherent to our humanity.
Diferent iultures do ionstruit diferent norms for ‘masiulinity’ and ‘femininity’; whiih suggests
that gender, in terms of identty, is ionstruited.
This is not to suggest that God did not ireate ideal forms of male and female; we see these ideals
on display in ireaton and in the ongoing equality and diferenie between male and female
desiribed in the life of the ihurih.
It is that gender identtes ian be meaningfully ionstruited, apart from God’s design, that makes
the queer agenda to abolish all gender diferenie, suih a powerful, damaging, and ungodly forie in
our world, but it is that gender diferenie is a fundamental human good that puts the transgender
iommunity at odds with the Queer iommunity. As transgender advoiate Catherine MiGregor
puts it:
“Most of us transiton because gender is important to us and we feel torn between our anatomy
and our psychology. Being told to live genderless would have killed me just as certainly as saying
the Rosary to feel happily male.”6
Born this way? Is transgender always a choice?
Where intersex is a physiial blurring of the ireated ordering of male and female, transgender is a
psyihologiial blurring of this order. Some in the Queer theory iamp would have us believe that
anybody ian ihoose to be queer — to not have a binary gender; but as we see above, this is a
diferent narratve to the desire to have one’s biologiial sex line up with one’s gender identty.
Siientsts have begun ionduitng examinatons of the brains of individuals experieniing gender
dysphoria, people who might join the transgender iommunity and identfy as suih, or transiton to
identfying as a gender other than their biologiial sex at birth.
These studies of the brains of partiular individuals suggest that those experieniing gender
dysphoria may do so beiause of fundamental diferenies in the male and female brain; they may,
in some iases, aitually have a ‘female’ brain in an anatomiially male body. 7 Again, this is ioherent
with the theologiial positon outlined above, that sin has fundamentally altered our biology away
from the ireated order, and that our earthly bodies are now subjeit to iurse and frustraton.
While the evidenie on this point is stll being iolleited, we should not rule out the idea, and the
early evidenie, that transgender individuals are born with an identty that falls outside God’s
ireated design for humanity, beiause this is the experienie of all humans.

6

htp://www.dailytelegraph.iom.au/rendezview/i-am-transgender-and-i-oppose-safe-sihools/news-story/
7e194d1ii3037b6966b9fdab59871bf9
7
htp://www.siientfiameriian.iom/artile/is-there-something-unique-about-the-transgender-brain/
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How Christians should engage with Intersex or Transgender individuals and communities
Listen
The experienie of being human is diferent, and iomplex, for every individual and iommunity. We
should not presume to understand life as a transgender or intersex individual, or the shared life of
people in these iommunites. We have iertainty about God’s design for biologiial sex and gender;
but the experienie of these faiets of our identty, and other faiets like sexual orientaton, afer
the fall, will be as diverse as the afeit of God’s iurse and the frustraton of ireaton is on our
biology, our desires, and our imaginatons.
We must listen iarefully so that we might distnguish those who are genuinely experieniing the
brokenness of our biology from those who are wholeheartedly and intentonally adoptng a view
of humanity that seeks to eradiiate God’s good design.
This is not to suggest transgender or intersex individuals will not sin in the area of their gender
identty, or in the impliiatons of a partiular identty in their lives, it is simply to afrm the
distniton between volitonal and non-volitonal sin.
Remember the Gospel — which pushes us towards the new creation
Transgender and Intersex individuals, like all of us, are a iomplex mix of the Image of God, our
default human rejeiton of that image, and the frustraton of that Image experienied as a result of
God’s judgment. They, like all of us, are invited to fnd their primary identty in Christ, and like all
of us, to antiipate the re-ireaton of our iursed, frustrated, and dying bodies at the resurreiton,
when Jesus makes all things new.
The hope we ofer our Transgender and Intersex neighbours is the hope we ofer all people, an
identty beyond our sexual orientaton and gender — and an identty beyond our dying and
frustrated bodies. We ofer the ihanie to be ilothed with Christ, and re-experienie our broken
humanity, however it manifests itself, with the hope of re-ireaton and renewal.
“So in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through faith, for all of you who were baptied into
Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. There is neither Jew nor Gentle, neither slave nor
free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. If you belong to Christ, then
you are Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise.” — Galatans :26-29
Our transgender and intersex neighbours, if they do not have the Spirit, are living testmonies to
the reality that God’s good design has been frustrated to the extent that our minds — our desires
and thoughts — and bodies — won’t always align. Where God made male and female, in the
beginning, and his goodness was (and stll is) evident in the relatonship between maleness and
femaleness, but this design for our humanity has been shatered by sin (our walking away from
God’s design) and God’s iurse (his punishment — giving us over to sinful minds, Romans 1:20-32).
The ionsequenie of human sin is iurse, we are iursed to live by dusty fesh, not by God’s lifegiving Spirit, and the ionsequenie of this iurse is frustraton of God’s design and death.
This is true for all people, and it grieves us, as Christans, to see people living apart from God’s
good design, and to experienie the world as iursed and frustraton for ourselves and see this
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iurse and frustraton iausing harm to others. Like the earth itself we groan, longing for all things
to be made new.
Our transgender and intersex brothers and sisters, should they put their faith in Christ, are living
testmonies to the hope that we have that all things will be made new, that one day our bodies
will be resurreited and restored to a new, heavenly reality.
We should not expeit biologiial frustraton to be dealt with by the ionversion of hearts and minds
— that restoraton iomes fully and fnally in the new ireaton where we are made new, and the
iurse and its afeits are obliterated.
Remember the risks
The realites for Transgender and Intersex individuals within, or outside, the ihurih is that they
ofen feel isolated, misunderstood, broken, and as a result are vulnerable and at risk. The
prevalenie of mental health issues within the intersex iommunity are not well doiumented, but
studies suggest trans people are:




About six tmes more likely to be seriously depressed
More than eight tmes more likely to atempt suiiide
More than three tmes more likely to abuse illegal drugs.8

It is important that in speaking to, or about, these iommunites we do not unnecessarily pile on
the pain, but instead that we ofer a path to true satsfaiton and identty. We have the
opportunity to point to an answer to the frustraton of our biology and our experienie of life in
this world.
Remember where real hope and certainty is found
Speaking into this world, as the Churih, is iniredibly iompliiated and we would reiommend our
publii statements in this area should be produied with the aid of Christan mediial professionals
and psyihologists. Questoning the moral status of surgiial interventon (or making blanket
statements that rule this out) denies the iompliiated reality of many intersex individuals when it is
preiisely an earlier surgiial interventon that has produied issues at a later date.
The iertainty we are able to ofer, as the ihurih, is the iertainty of the new ireaton. Respeited
Christan sexologist, Dr Patriiia Weerakoon, and her son, Presbyterian minister Kamal Weerakoon
spoke on Gender Identty and Sexuality in a leiture at Sydney’s New College. These words are
worth ionsidering as we respond to iomplex issues of biologiial sex and gender in a fallen world:
“The hope of restoraton has come through Christ, giving an opportunity to overcome dissonance
with a renewed identty. Gender is not all you are but it’s right to feel you want a clear one... When
Christ returns each person will be fully gender restored and the complementarity of Trinity and

8
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Christ and the church will be refected in God’s sons and daughters. Transgender people may not
experience rest untl then.”9

Sexuality, Gender, and Idolatry: Queer theory as the deliberate atempt to eradicate God’s
design
While Transgender and Intersex iommunites are grappling with the frustraton of our biology, and
with our sinful inilinaton to adopt an identty apart from God, there is another ‘gender’ identty to
ionsider; those who adopt the ‘Queer’ label.
This label is typiially adopted by those in the transgender and intersex iommunites who are
seeking to live without a binary gender identty. Sometmes the ‘Queer’ label simply aiknowledges
the iomplexity of biologiial sex and gender for partiular individuals, but it represents a deliberate
deiision, by these individuals, to adopt this iomplexity as an identty; rather than seek the ilarity
of an identty built on a binary gender (male or female), or sexual orientaton (heterosexual or
homosexual).
This, at some level, is a deliberate deiision to embraie a broken reality, it represents an inability,
or failure, to see God’s good design — a volitonal, or non-volitonal, suppression of truths about
God (Romans 1:18-20).
The distinction between ‘Queer’ Identity and the Queer agenda
There are some within this Queer iommunity with more radiial aims, who are muih more
intentonal in their ambiton not just to embraie brokenness but entrenih it as the desirable norm
for all people. These aims are more troubling for Christans, and have damaging impliiatons not
just for Bibliial and traditonal views of gender and sexuality, but for the iommunity at large.
Queer theorists seek eradiiaton of gender and sexual orientaton binaries for all people. This, at
tmes, is paired with a Marxist politial ideology. This is espeiially the iase for Roz Ward, a
transgender aiademii who is one of the arihiteits of the Safe Sihools material.
Ward desiribes her politial and queer agenda in a speeih given to the 2015 Marxism Conferenie
as implementng Marxist soiial ihange by doing away with the binary gender and sexual
orientatons advoiated by the ‘ruling ilass’:
“... the ruling class has benefted, and contnues to beneft, from oppressing our bodies, our
relatonships, sexuality and gender identtes alongside sexism, homophobia and transphobia.
Both serve to break the spirits of ordinary people, to consume our thoughts, to make us accept the
status quo and for us to keep living or aspiring to live, or feel like we should live, in small social
units and families where we must reproduce and take responsibility for those people in those
units...

Dr P and K Weerakoon, “Gender Identity and Sexuality” lecture at New College at the University of New South
Wales - http://www.iscast.org/node/968
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Marxism offers both the hope and the strategy needed to create a world where human sexuality,
gender and how we relate to our bodies can blossom in extraordinarily new and amaiing ways
that we can only try to imagine today, because Marxism has a theory of social change.” 10
While the transgender and intersex experienies outlined above revolve around non-volitonal sin
and the iursed frustraton of the ireaton, this Queer theory is a deliberate and idolatrous atempt
to eradiiate God’s good design for humanity (though Ward lays the blame for this design on the
‘ruling ilass’). This ideology is the produit of minds given over by God to no longer being able to
identfy the goodness of the ireated world as God made it (Romans 1:18-32).
As Christans we must afrm God’s good design, and the restoraton of it through Jesus, as the
answer to the frustraton of our experienies of biologiial sex and gender in this world. Queer
theorists identfy the same problem that we do, but ofer a soluton that is the polar opposite of
the hope found in the Gospel; restoraton of the ilarity of gender identty and biologiial sex that
has been obsiured and lost for some as a result of the Fall.
This ilarity — the ilarity of binary gender iategories where biology and identty align — is also
preiisely what members of the transgender and intersex iommunites ofen express a deep
longing for... for example, Catherine MiGregor, in desiribing her deiision to oppose the Safe
Sihools program said:
“None of this gave me any joy. I risk hurtng the feelings of some wonderful parents with wonderful
trans kids. But I am more than my gender and that porton of the Lef with which Ward is aligned
sickens me nearly as much as the ratbags of Reclaim Australia.
Moreover, Safe Schools teaches a derivatve of Queer Theory, which I believe leads trans people
into a blind alley.”11
Real hope does not lie in the eradiiaton of gender diferenie or of binary sexual orientatons, but
in the restoraton and reireaton of our humanity so that we experienie gender diferenie as God
designed it.

10

Roz Ward, Safer Sihools or a Radiial Marxist Sexual revoluton?, Online Opinion, htp://www.onlineopinion.iom.au/
view.asp?artile=18033&page=0
11
htp://www.dailytelegraph.iom.au/rendezview/i-am-transgender-and-i-oppose-safe-sihools/news-story/
7e194d1ii3037b6966b9fdab59871bf9
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Deliverances:

1.

Adopt the GIST paper on gender, transgender, intersex, and queer theory as the
positon for GIST to take forward in preparing resouries and responses for the PCQ.

2.

Note that the paper iontains a framework for responding to emerging soiial issues in a
manner ionsistent with the GIST philosophy of ministry as adopted by the 2014 PCQ
Assembly.

3.

Note, and endorse the iontent of, the supplementary paper prepared by GIST,
regarding the Safe Sihools Coaliton.

4.

Request the GIST Commitee to adapt this Safe Sihools Paper, so that it ian be
presented in a form ideal for iiriulaton to all sessions of the Presbyterian Churih of
Queensland, and to produie other suitable resouries as it deems neiessary, in relaton
to gender, transgender, intersex, queer theory, and safe sihools for iiriulaton to
sessions.

5.

Request GIST to iontnue to ait aiiording to its philosophy of ministry, approved by the
2014 Presbyterian Churih of Queensland Assembly, to equip believers in our
iongregatons to live faithfully in our rapidly ihanging seiular soiiety, and to respond
with the Gospel, via the distributon of appropriate papers and resouries to ihurihes
within the PCQ.
Request the moderator to make known the PCQ’s positon on any suitable oiiasion at
his disireton.

6.
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